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BRITISH ASSOCIATION FOR BIOLOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGY AND OSTEOARCHAEOLOGY 

 
 

Board of Trustees’ Meeting 
Ella Armitage Building, University of Sheffield, Sheffield 

19th February 2019, 12:00 

Minutes 

 

Present: Secretary Ceri Boston (CB); Treasurer Lizzy Craig-Atkins (ECA); Outreach Officer Claire 
Hodson (CH); Annual Review editor Diana Swales (DS); Grants Secretary Sophie Newman (SN); 
Commercial Representative Lauren McKintyre (LMK)  

Apologies: President Jo Buckberry (JB); Membership Secretary Anwen Caffell (AC); Student 
Representative Emily Carroll (EC); Communications Officer Michael Rivera (MR); Museums’ 
Representative Heather Bonney (HB); Representative from a Professional Organisation Gaille 
McKinnon (GMK); Non-executive Member Catriona McKenzie (CMK) 

 

1. Minutes of the last meeting 

Amendments to the draft document suggested by ECA, DS and HB have been made. CB will send the 
final draft of the minutes and the agenda to MR for archiving on the BABAO website. 

 

2. Matters arising 
 

2.1. Equality, Diversity and Inclusion in BABAO 

In the last year, a BABAO working group comprising MR, ECA, Anna William and Matthew Lee, 
have explored ways in which equality, diversity and inclusion (EDI) within BABAO may be 
promoted. They held a Skype meeting in November last year in order to determine the agenda and 
ways to promote EDI awareness to the membership. The group’s aims centre around advocacy for 
members, providing members with EDI concerns points of contact within the organisation, and the 
formulation of a position statement of BABAO regarding EDI.  

MR has since drafted a proposed official statement. This will be discussed at a meeting of the working 
group on 20 February 2019. The group will also further explore ways in which EDI issues within 
BABAO may be tackled in the future.  
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Actions: 

- The working group will produce BABAO’s official statement on EDI. 
- MR will post this on the BABAO website. 
- Matt will continue to critically examine official BABAO documents for inadvertent bias. 
- The working group will explore measures to minimise inadvertent bias within BABAO 

in the future (e.g. by anonymising grant applications).  
 
 

2.2.   Data protection (GDPR) 

Since the introduction of GDPR last year, the trustees (headed by CMK and AC) have explored the 
implications of this new legislation on BABAO processes and practices. Unfortunately, CMK and AC 
could not be present at the meeting to discuss recent initiatives. However, CMK has prepared a 
summary of their work thus far (see Section 3.11). 

GDPR concerns were raised over the holding of members’ personal data on encrypted personal 
computers of the trustees (particularly of the membership secretary). It was decided to move this 
sensitive personal data onto the BABAO website, with tiered security access to data depending on 
need. Most personal data (such as financial records) will only be accessed by the membership 
secretary and communications officer. Last year, the previous communications officer Dave Errickson 
(DE) liaised with the web provider WebIntegrations regarding web security and GDPR compliance. 
MR has continued this work and recently attempted to contact WebIntegrations, but has received no 
response.  

BABAO’s current contract with WebIntegrations expires in September 2019. ECA raised the 
possibility of changing providers at the end of the contract. WebIntegrations is a small company. In 
the last few years, the BABAO website has expanded greatly. Raised concerns over GDPR 
compliance and the need for a much more sophisticated analysis of the use of the website may 
necessitate a change to a larger website provider. ECA indicated the financial feasibility of spending 
up to three times the current budget on website maintenance and development, if necessary. The other 
trustees present agreed that a change of web providers should be explored. 

Actions: 

- CMK and AC will update trustees on new GDPR developments at the next trustees’ 
meeting. 

- MR will continue to liaise with WebIntegrations until September.  
- MR will explore an alternative web provider before September. 

 
 

2.3.   Sale of human remains 

The trade in human remains in Britain continues to be of ethical concern to the membership. In 
January, CB received an email from a member regarding the sale of a Dutch mummy on Facebook. A 
very cursory internet search revealed several other British sites advertising the sale of human remains 
at that time, either privately or through specialist shops. In January, LMK reported that the organisers 
of the HorrorCon (Something Wicked) fair were openly advertising the sale of human remains at their 
event. Currently, a large collection of grave goods, excavated in the Early Saxon burial cemetery on 
Welbeck Hill, Lincs., is advertised for auction by Hansons Auctioneers, Etwall, Derbyshire. This 
includes the sale of human remains from the excavated graves. This case raises issues regarding the 
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exhumation of archaeological human remains, often without a valid MoJ licence, and the subsequent 
sale of such remains for commercial gain. The possibility that metal detectorists are similarly 
collecting and selling human remains found in association with metal artefacts is very real, although 
the scale of such activity is unknown. Exhumation and removal of human remains from churches and 
churchyards is nothing new. The recent break-in and ‘theft’ of skulls from the crypt of St Leonard’s 
Church, Hythe, may well be motivated by profit.  

Whilst the sale of human remains is not strictly illegal in England, BABAO is opposed to the practice 
(see BABAO Code of Ethics), on the grounds that it is disrespectful to the dead. It also is opposed to 
the display of human remains for purposes other than education. However, BABAO lacks the 
legitimate power to enforce its stance. Thus far, letters setting out its case are sent out by trustees to 
the sellers of human remains when the trustees are made aware of sales (usually over the internet). HB 
sent such a letter to the seller of the Dutch mummy, and has been in correspondence with Hanson’s 
auctioneers. Thus far, the sale of the human remains is still advertised on their website. LMK also 
wrote a letter to the organisers of HorrorCon (Something Wicked) setting out BABAO’s ethical 
concerns.  
  
The online sale of human remains is widespread and occurs on several large platforms, such as 
Facebook and Yahoo. However, in 2016, Ebay` banned the trade in human remains on their site, 
except hair (for wigs, hairpieces etc), following a report in the Journal of Forensic Science 
documenting the online sale of 454 skulls in the USA over a seven month period. The scale of such 
activity in the UK is less clear. Previous BABAO correspondence with Facebook was not productive 
of change to its policies, but in view of recent scrutiny of the ethics of hosting controversial content 
on their platform, the issue of the sale of human remains on Facebook may be revisited by BABAO.   

The trustees felt that the trade in human remains in Britain and BABAO’s response thereto should be 
explored once more.  

Actions:  

- CB, CH and HB will set up a working group to explore this issue. 
- Facebook will be approached regarding the sale of human remains on their platform.  
- HB and other trustees will continue to correspond with vendors as and when they 

become aware of such sales. They encourage members to report such sales to them.  
 
 

2.4.   BABAO conference 2019, Natural History Museum, London 
 

There has been significant progress in the organisation of the 2019 BABAO conference. 
Unfortunately, conference organiser HB could not attend the trustees’ meeting, but sent a report on 
progress in the arrangements for the conference (see Section 3.12). 

2.4.1. Timing and delegate numbers 

The conference will held at the Natural History Museum (NHM) from approximately midday on 
Friday 13th September until Sunday midday 15th September 2019. The size of the lecture hall will 
limit delegate numbers to approximately 180, plus 20 conference organisers and helpers (maximum of 
200 in total). The trustees and organisers anticipate that the location in London will prove particularly 
attractive to both British and overseas delegates, and that there may well be full attendance at the 
conference. Number may need to be capped and places allocated on a first-come-first-serve basis.   
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2.4.2. Accommodation 

There were no trustees’ comments on plans for accommodation set out by HB and her team. It 
appears that there will be ample provision for accommodation of different price ranges at the nearby 
Grange Strathmore Hotel and at Imperial College’s Princes Halls of Residence. There is also 
considerable potential for private arrangements in the many hotels in the area. It may be possible for 
student delegates to mitigate costs by making private arrangements to stay with London-based 
students. EC will facilitate this initiative.  

2.4.3. Childcare at the conference 

HB is exploring the hiring of a function room at the Grange Strathmore Hotel for childcare, and MR 
has identified potential childcare providers. The conference organisers have emailed the membership 
to ascertain the probable numbers and ages of children who will utilise this childcare provision during 
the conference. Once the organisers have a clearer idea of numbers and the ages of the children 
concerned, they can finalise arrangements and costs. ECA indicated that she would like BABAO to 
meet the full cost of childcare, but this will depend on the final figure.  

2.4.4. Scientific content and timetabling 

The trustees agreed that the proposed seven sessions are well balanced, and covered the wide and 
varied range of interests of its members. ECA indicated that BABAO will reimburse the one or two 
keynote speakers for their travel and accommodation expenses.  

Access to the NHM is restricted between 9:00 and 17:30, and thus, it will not be possible to hold the 
AGM after the last session on Saturday, as it was scheduled in previous years. Instead, the AGM will 
held in the lunch break on Saturday. Thus, there will be a two-hour break for the AGM and lunch. 
Non-members may use this extra hour to read the academic posters, to explore exhibitions in the 
NHM and the adjacent Science or V&A Museums or to pursue private amusements.  

SN has indicated that three grant holders are due to present at this year’s conference, either as podium 
presentations or posters. The conference organisers will need to ensure that these presentations are 
included in the academic programme.  

2.4.5. Social events and catering 

A casual ice-breaker reception in one of the Imperial College student bars is planned for Friday night, 
rather than a formal wine reception, as the hire of a function room and the cost of drinks in a London 
hotel is prohibitively expensive. Drinks will not be supplied in the student bar, but are very reasonably 
priced. This will keep down the running costs of the conference.  

The catering cost of £39/head for coffee on the three days and Saturday lunch is reasonable in 
London. CH expressed concern that the Foyer of the NHM is not large enough to accommodate 
delegates, posters and refreshments.  

The conference organisers are still exploring venues and costs of the conference dinner on Saturday 
night, as this will have to take place off-site. As many members find it difficult to afford conference 
fees, this year it will be possible to opt out of the conference dinner, rather than conference costs 
being all inclusive.   
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2.4.6. Conference subsidies to BABAO members 

Last year, BABAO subsidised all members attending the conference by £35. The trustees discussed 
whether a similar arrangement was possible this year too. ECA indicated that it was financially 
feasible for BABAO to subsidise each member’s attendance by up to £40, depending on the overall 
conference running costs.  

Conference bursaries for students and low wage-earners will also be available this year. 

2.4.7. Conference booking system 

A major issue is the conference booking system. The fee for using the Eventbrite booking system for 
180 bookings will be in the region of £1,500. However, there will have to be a bank account into 
which conference fees will be paid, which the conference organisers will need to access to pay for 
conference outgoings. ECA is clear that the conference finances cannot be run directly through the 
BABAO account, as there are issues regarding charitable status etc. She also feels that it will 
complicate already complex accounting.  As the NHM does not have a conference account, the 
organisers will set up an account or to look elsewhere (possibly partnering with an organisation with 
such a system). They need to be cognisant of money laundering regulations, if a separate bank 
account is set up.  

Since the meeting, HB has indicated that the conference organisers can set up a cost code at the NHM 
to transfer money in to pay most of the direct costs. The issue is getting the money into it from the 
booking system, and paying costs (such as the conference dinner, function room hire and printing) as 
BABAO becomes subject to the museum’s (public body) procurement rules, which restricts the use of 
suppliers. The last conference run at the NHM by a similar society with charitable status was run the 
way HB is proposing: the booking fees went into one of their accounts, then used to pay the external 
costs such as the dinner, and an amount transferred into the NHM for the internal costs such as 
catering.  

Actions 

- MR and HB will liaise on online web pages advertising the conference. These will be 
hosted on the BABAO website. 

- MR. HB and ECA will set up the conference fee payment system via Eventbrite or 
similar booking systems as a priority. HB aims to have it live by early April. 

- They will explore the financial/ banking arrangements of conference funding and fee 
payment.  

- HB will announce the date of the conference to the membership a.s.a.p. 
- MR and HB will liaise on setting up childcare facilities. 
- CB will contact last year’s conference organiser Nicholas Marquez-Grant for his 

conference organisers’ report. This will be sent to HB. 
- ECA will send HB last year’s conference’s financial report. 
- SN will send HB the names of the three grant holders due to present at this year’s 

conference. 
 

2.5. Student symposium 

In the previous trustees’ meeting, JB discussed the possibility of establishing a student symposium, in 
which students could present their research in a supportive, non-threatening environment. In her 
absence, the trustees have decided to wait until JB has recovered from her illness to explore this 
initiative further.  
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2.6.  Revision of BABAO Code of Practice 

Rebecca Redfern (RR) has kindly agreed to revise the existing BABAO Code of Practice and to 
integrate the updated Code with sections pertaining to ethics, destructive sampling and digital imaging 
into a single document. She has prepared a survey (using SurveyMonkey) to send to BABAO 
members in the near future, but was awaiting JB’s comments before sending it to the membership. In 
view of JB’s illness, CB has asked ECA and AC to comment on the survey as soon as possible, so that 
it can be sent out to the membership in March. RR plans to compile the document in the spring for 
comment by the trustees, CiFA, Don Walker (MoLA) and forensic bodies, and then by the 
membership. The final document will be presented to the membership at the AGM in September. She 
has submitted a short document on her plans (see Section 3.12). 

Actions: 

-CB, ECA and AC will comment on RR’s SurveyMonkey questionnaire before she submits it to 
the membership in March. 

- The trustees agreed that BABAO should have its own SurveyMonkey account. ECA approved 
payment for such an account. The ‘Advantage’ package costs £384/ year. MR will set up this 
account.  

 

3. Trustees’ reports 
 

3.1. President’s report (JB) 

Due to an extended illness, the President JB was unable to submit a report.  

 

3.2. Treasurer’s report (ECA) 
 

1. Managing the accounts 

Nothing to report.  

 

2. Financial reporting 

A draft annual report is provided for 2018. Income – expenditure in 2018 was negative – we spent an 
extra £3,515 than we accrued, but when we offset two large one-off expenses – Trends (£8,000) and 
the BABAO/CIFA guidelines (£1,000), there is no cause for any concern that we are operating 
beyond our means. We are actually still in a position to grow expenditure, as we have been doing for 
the past three years. 

Membership (income) was up from £15K in 2017 to £17K in 2018. Note though that 2016 was £18k, 
so we should probably expect membership income to oscillate a bit.  

Expenditure increased in areas other than the two large one-off expenses. We tripled our outreach 
budget and subsidised conference attendance significantly. Note this is a very different situation than 
a few years back when we used to make money on the conference and worth reviewing as a strategic 
decision by the committee, perhaps even by the members.  
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Committee governance costs continue to rise. We have more committee members and costs have 
risen. Proportionally, however, our running costs are now much smaller than our charitable activities, 
which I think is a very positive position for a charity! 

A current state of finances report is provided for the period from the start of the last financial year to 
present: 01/01/2019-03/02/2019.  

Comments 

• Its very early in the year, so not much has happened! 
• Membership payments in January are healthy – equivalent to last year.  
• We need to encourage grant holders to actually claim their money. Ideally in the same 

financial year they are awarded them (i.e. within 6 months of award – not really unfeasible!) 

Treasurer’s suggestions (unchanged from last report where I was absent – for brief discussion if 
necessary) 

We need to reflect on the scale of various expenses to plan for 2019, remembering that we should be 
aiming for an overall income-expenditure of £0: 

Does spending c. £2k per year on outreach seem appropriate? I think it does given our charitable 
purposes are to educate 

What will the situation with Trends be in future years? We can’t continue to spend at current rates if 
there will be an £8k fee every year, but I’m not currently sure what the plan is for the publication.  

How should we subsidise the conference next year? Bear in mind that conferences are now super 
expensive to run and that this year we subsidised the fees for all members at £35 per person.  

How many grants should we award? Fewer – this year was supposed to be an unusual one as we were 
on a spending drive and the quality was exceptionally high.  

2. PayPal 
Nothing to report, everything is working fine.  
 
3. Charities management 

Nothing to report – not the time of year for accounting or reporting. 

 

Other business – these are all items from last time that need checking 

The accounts have balanced for the first time ever. Hoorah! 

 

a. Membership secretary’s report (AC) 
 

i. Update on membership 

As of 16/02/2019, BABAO has 469 active members, but only 457 of these are registered as members 
for 2019:   

• 455 members have paid in full (251 at the waged rate, 204 at the concessionary rate) 
• One member is an Honorary Life Member 
• We are waiting for payment from one new member who joined in mid February 
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• There are 12 members who have not paid for 2019 yet and whose records are still active – 
some have been invoiced, others have promised to pay; I am monitoring all of these and will 
cancel memberships soon if payment is not received 

These figures compare to 443 active members at the board of trustees’ (BoT) meeting on 19/04/2019 
– so the overall number of members for this time of year appears healthy. 

The number of members who failed to pay by early February was 136; an email was sent to these 
members on 6th February.  Forty-seven of these members have now paid.  Seventy-five members 
failed to pay or respond, and their memberships have been cancelled and their records deleted as of 
16/02/2019.  Two of these have since been in touch as they would like to remain BABAO members, 
but they have not yet completed the application forms for new membership.   

Five members who joined after the conference and had fees waived until the end of 2018 failed to pay 
their subscription in 2019 and have now been deleted. 

We continue to receive payments at old membership rates from a small number of former members: 
nine former members have paid amounts between £15.00-£27.50 so far in 2019.  Their memberships 
have previously been cancelled and all details (other than their names and record of payments) have 
now been removed from their records.   

New Members 

A total of 27 new members have joined in 2019 to date; 35 have joined since the last BoT report 
(November 2018, not counting the five whose membership was cancelled following non-payment in 
2019).  Trends in joining patterns are shown in Table 1, Figure 1 and Figure 2, with data from 2019 
to-date compared with data from the last two/three years (individually and as an average).   

Table 1 Numbers of new members joining per month (including members who re-join) 

Month 2016 2017 2018 Average 
2016-18 2019 Difference Compared to 

Average 
Jan 15 21 20 18.7 21 +2.3 
Feb 15 3 9 9.0 6 -3.0 
Mar 11 12 9 10.7   
Apr 8 6 11 8.3   
May 13 8 9 10.0   
Jun 21 10 15 15.3   
Jul 2 5 18 8.3   
Aug 7 2 10 6.3   
Sep 4 2 3 3.0   
Oct 3 4 10 5.7   
Nov 5 5 3 4.3   
Dec 1 4 3 2.7   
Total 105 82 120 102.3 27 -75.3 
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Figure 1 Numbers of new members joining per month: 2017-2019 

 

 

Figure 2 Numbers of new members joining per month: 2019 compared to the average for 2016-
2018 

So far, new-member joining rates appear to be in line with patterns observed in previous years. 
 
 

Membership Composition 

A breakdown of the membership is provided in Table 2.  Over half the membership comprises 
members in employment (54.9%), with students (full and part time) making up 32.2%.  (These data 
are harder to compile, since the amount people have paid does not necessarily correlate with their 
given status).  Compared to the data from November 2018, the largest drop in membership numbers 
occurs among student members.  Our student membership appears to be the most volatile – students 
completing their studies may not continue membership, or if they do they enter the waged or unwaged 
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categories.  It is anticipated that a number of students will join in advance of the conference to take 
advantage of the lower conference fees and to compete for the student prizes. 
 
 

Table 2 Active Paid-Up Members – membership categories 

Category N % Difference Compared to 
November 2018 

Retired 14 3.1% +1 
Student 136 29.8% -47 
Part-time Student 11 2.4% 0 
Unwaged 43 9.4% +5 
Waged 251 54.9% -19 
Hon. Life Member 1 0.2% +1 
Institutional Membership 1 0.2% 0 
Total 457  -59 

Eighty-seven of our members registered as students have a current valid ‘proof of student status’. Two 
members are registered as students when their proof of student status expired in 2017; nine members 
are registered as students when their proof of student status expired in 2018.  All 11 have been 
contacted to request an update on their details.  The remaining 48 members registered as students do 
not have an ‘expiry date’ for their proof of student status.  These members need to be contacted to 
either provide proof of status, or new details. 

Two waged members have paid the concessionary rate since they will be on maternity leave in 2019; 
this concession was arranged with the agreement of the Board of Trustees. 

Overseas Members 

We currently have 115 overseas members (Table 3), who make up 25.2% of our active membership.  
The proportion of overseas members is similar to that at the last BoT meeting (24.8%).  The majority 
of our overseas members continue to come from Europe and North America.  

 

Table 3 Active Members – Region 

Region No. of 
Members % Difference Compared to 

November 2018 
Europe 66 57.4% -7 
North America 32 27.9% -6 
Antipodes 12 10.4% +1 
Other 5 4.3% -1 
Total 115  -13 

Other – includes Colombia, India, Indonesia, Malaysia and South Africa 
Europe – Austria, Belgium, Croatia, Cyprus, Czeck Republic, Denmark, France, Germany, Gibraltar, Greece, Iceland, Italy, Norway, 
Portugal, Republic of Ireland, Romania, Serbia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, The Netherlands 

Members from Qualifying Countries 

We have eight members residing in qualifying countries.  None of these are paying the qualifying 
country rate: four are paying the normal concessionary rate (unwaged/students), and four are paying 
the full rate.  Of these, one is doing so voluntarily and the other three have been contacted to check 
whether they would like to take advantage of the concessionary rate. 

Areas of Interest 

With the launch of the new ‘new membership’ and ‘updating your details’ forms, members have been 
asked to provide areas of interest.  Only 84 members have supplied this new information to date 
(18.4% of active members in 2019), but the data gathered so far is presented in Table 4 and Figure 3.  
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Table 4 Areas of Interest indicated by the membership in 2019 

Area of Interest No. of 
Members % 

Human bioarchaeology 78 92.9% 
Human evolution 17 20.2% 
Forensic anthropology 54 64.3% 
Primatology 1 1.2% 
Medical anthropology 26 31.0% 
Other 6 7.1% 
Total 84*  

* 84 members have provided a response; members are allowed to select multiple areas of interest 

 

 

Figure 3 Areas of interest indicated by the membership in 2019 

 

Membership Composition 

With the launch of the new ‘new membership’ and ‘updating your details’ forms, members have been 
asked to provide their occupation category.  Only 52 members have supplied this new information to 
date (11.4% of members in 2019), but the data gathered so far is presented in Table 5 and Figure 4.  
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Figure 4 Occupation categories  

Student Membership Composition 

With the launch of the new ‘new membership’ and ‘updating your details’ forms, student members 
have been asked to provide the level of their degree.  Only 43 members have supplied this new 
information to date (29.3% of student members in 2019), but the data gathered so far is presented in 
Table 6 and Figure 5.  

 

Table 6 Student membership: level of study in 2019 

Level of Study No. of 
Members % 

BA/BSc 1 2.3% 
MA/MSc/MPhil/MRes 14 32.6% 
PhD/DPhil 28 65.1% 
Other 0 0.0% 
Total 43  

 

Figure 5 Student membership: level of study in 2019 
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i. Took some time, but Tim Thompson has provided her with access to his institutional 
Survey Monkey account  

ii. MR looking for alternative subscriptions to surveying services at one of the other 
institutions of the committee  

b. Exploring online publication in place of Trends  

i. MR to explore computer costs – have not had time to do this yet, but should be able to e-
mail some thoughts out to the committee next month (March)  

c. Setting up online conference booking system  

i. MR currently drafting some pages based off previous conferences, need to liaise with Board 
and local organisers how to manage the booking and finances in particular  

d. Adding referral to HB on the BABAO website page for museums  

i. MR compiling updated list of institutions to receive or loan collections, and this includes 
HB/NHM, as well as Amy Rattenbury who got in contact from Wrexham Glyndŵr University 
– when this is ready, will send round to Board  

ii. MR made various updates to the courses/degrees in osteology, biological anthropology and 
forensic anthropology offered in the UK iii. MR will initiate an annual update of these lists by 
sending an e-mail to the mailing list, until end of his tenure in 2021  

e. Take ADS project forward from David Errickson and work with JB in working on the grey 
literature database  

i. No progress yet, nothing to report for now  

f. Working with Web Integrations to create safe ‘back end’ and different tiers of access  

i. No response from Web Integrations to me when I last asked in December (maybe there has 
been to AC?) – will contact again this week and ask about the list of GDPR concerns raised 
by AC and CM. 

 

3.4. 2. Other activities since last meeting  

a. ED&I in BABAO  

i. Drafted pages on the website for a proposed official statement of BABAO’s position about 
EDI, and something about this sub-group devoted to such causes  

ii. Will be meeting the sub-group of Anna Williams, Matthew Lee and ECA tomorrow to 
solidify content of the BABAO statement and discuss what we can make happen either this 
year or next year   

b. News and Announcements  

i. Starting in March, the website and the social media will begin to include lots more relevant 
links and information on field schools, job postings, outreach events, etc. that our members 
want advertising – to promote greater use of our website as a source of all sorts of information 
and resources  
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c.          Mailing lists  

             i. MR now set up as a mailing list owner together with AC d. ‘info@babao.org.uk’  

ii. This e-mail address, as mentioned by CM in her GDPR report, keeps forwarding to Tim 
Thompson – been going back and forth with WebIntegrations to get this sorted as it is a data 
protection issue, but there has not been a lot of communication. Will keep trying to contact 
them on all GDPR-related issues like this one.  

iii. For the time-being, best to e-mail me at my Cambridge address at mbcr2@cam.ac.uk 

Actions: 

- As priority, MR will liaise with HB and ECA in order to develop the webpage and 
booking system for the BABAO conference. 

- MR will liaise with HB regarding the provision of childcare at the BABAO conference. 
- MR will continue his efforts to contact WebIntergrations regarding website security and 

GDPR compliance, so that sensitive information on members may be safely stored on 
the website.  

- MR will explore an alternative web provider before September.  
- MR will continue to work with the EDI team to develop awareness of EDI in BABAO.  
- CB will send the agenda and minutes of the AGM and trustees’ meeting for uploading 

by MR onto the BABAO website.  
- MR will set up a SurveyMonkey account for BABAO.  
- The trustees agreed with CH’s suggestion to add the trustees’ email addresses to their 

profiles on the BABAO website. MR will add these details. 

 

c. Outreach officer’s report (CH) 
 

i. Matters Arising from last meeting and Action Points 
(i) Volunteer Database  

a) Continue to encourage more members to become registered as volunteers. 
b) Now have 25 volunteers spread across the country. 
c) Need to encourage volunteers to approach BABAO with events they are or wish to be a part 

of. 
One individual from Sheffield University approached me wanting to borrow activities created for 
MSF18. I said she could have the worksheets, but I added the BABAO logo to these. 

 
(ii) Plastic Casts 

a) Put forward at AGM and approved that these will be bought.  
b) Will recirculate initial list of casts to be purchased (£3,000-£4,000 as approved by ECA). 
c) Once new trustees have approved this, these can be purchased.  

 
(iii)Volunteer T-shirts 

a) Designed and created potential t-shirt for BABAO volunteers when supporting BABAO 
outreach events.  
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b) Submitted design and costings to BABAO trustees and the following comments were 
received: good design, costs too high, should not be purchased from American website, what 
sizes should we order. 

c) Discussion also arose when Michael suggested we could sell these. As we are a charity, we 
currently cannot sell merchandise and to do so would involve more admin and justification of 
costs. As such, if the trustees are happy, t-shirts will remain only available to volunteers for 
the day/event they volunteer for. As such, t-shirts will be collected in at the end of the event 
and washed by the outreach officer.  

d) In light of this, I suggest we buy a range of sizes (both male and female) from small to extra-
large – numbers of each need to be discussed.  

(iv) Outreach Materials and Freebies 
a) Purchased a lot of activity materials now for BABAO and have a range of activities prepped. 

As such, the costs for outreach supplies should not be as high for subsequent events, though 
obviously new raw materials and printing of worksheets will need to be covered.  

b) Have been purchasing stretchy, jelly skeletons to hand out at events (take these to LAD, MSF 
and recently to the STEM workshop). They are a huge hit and I found that putting the bowl of 
these next to the board for feedback was useful.  

(v) STEM Events 
a) It was suggested previously by Lauren that I should contact commercial archaeology 

companies who have their own outreach/STEM events and teams, so we can get involved. I 
have yet to do this but was thinking of contacting: Oxford Archaeology, Cotswolds 
Archaeology, MOLA, Wessex, AOC Archaeology, Headland Archaeology, Wardell 
Armstrong, NAA, CGMS Heritage, Allen Archaeology. 

b) Any other suggestions? 
(vi) Outreach Coordinators 
Something that was discussed previously, but what is the strategy for this? Do I approach people, or 
should I ask for volunteers? Do I pick events and activities and let them oversee them, or can they 
sign up to and run own events? 
  
Personally, I this it would be better if I signed up to/approved/organised events and worked with the 
coordinators to deliver suitable activities. I would then leave the running of the day to the 
coordinators. This way BABAO still has ultimate control over what is being delivered but it means we 
can potentially be at more events if I have do not have attend all of them.  
 

ii. Outreach Events 
(i) British Science Festival  

a) Very successful panel session, with interaction and good feedback on twitter. 
b) Will be liaising with Anna regarding BSF19. 

 
(ii) Manchester Science Festival 

a) Again, another very successful and busy event as part of Manchester Science week.  
b) Numbers were down this year due to the weather, it being the last day of the event and a 

change in location meaning a reduced footfall. However, in five hours we had a total of 
between 600-700 visitors so still very busy.  

c) We had a range of activities this year around human evolution.  
d) Left post-it notes for people to write feedback by a board and the stretchy skeletons. Got a 

total of ?? comments (all positive) with a lot of these comments being directly from children. 
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Think this form of feedback worked exceptionally well and great to get the kids interacting 
with us.  
 

(iii) Scarborough Science Festival 
a) Unfortunately, I had to pull out of Scarborough Science festival as we did not receive 

instructions regarding the event until 7 days beforehand which was too short notice for me to 
arrange and organise a three-day event. 

b) However, for next year it is worth noting that this is a three-day event that runs from 9am-
4/5pm with one day having a late session until 8pm. Volunteers/organisers have to be at the 
event for 8am each day. There are opportunities to sponsor events and a gala dinner for 
participants on the final day. The event days are split into sessions with different schools with 
students of different ages attending at various points. Therefore, events need to be relevant for 
students aged between 5/6 to 18. I think this would be a good event to attend but as it is a 
three-day event we’ll need to think about the costs as we’ll either need volunteers who are 
local, or we will need accommodation. When details for 2019 are released I can circulate to 
you all for further discussion.  
 

(iv) STEM Outreach Day (Malton School 
a) Fantastic one day event held at Malton School for a range of primary school children in the 

local area. 
b) Ran an interactive workshop with three different activity stations.  
c) No volunteers signed up to help so I ran this alone, with workshops running from 10-2pm for 

half an hour, so eight groups of children (total 127 students) completed activities.  
d) Have received very positive feedback from STEM coordinator and looking into future events 

with them.  
 

iii. Future Events 
(i) York School STEM Day 
- I have been approached by a BABAO member regarding an outreach opportunity at a school in 
York. Given that we are looking to do more ‘grass roots’ outreach, I agreed this would be good and 
have asked them to put me in contact with the organiser.  
 
Actions: 

- CH will submit a list of casts to the trustees, who will indicate their preferences for the 
most essential casts that will form the basis of the collection. 

- Before ordering the costs, CH will submit the costs to ECA for approval. 
- JB will send CH details of the T-shirt printer in the UK. CH has indicated that she will 

need the T-shirts ready for summer events, starting in June. In the event that JB’s 
illness is prolonged, CH will explore printers herself. 

- CH receives many thank-you and feedback notes from the public attending her outreach 
activities. The trustees agreed that these should be displayed on the BABAO outreach 
webpage. CH will send MR the feedback messages, and MR will upload them onto the 
web page.   

- Where indicated, BABAO may meet the costs of overnight accommodation of volunteers 
on outreach events. CH will contact ECA before an event to discuss cost implications. 

- DS will explore outreach opportunities in Scotland. She will discuss this with Jonny 
Geber (based in Edinburgh) and other members based in Scotland. 
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d.   Commercial representative’s report (LMK) 
i. CIfA  

Human Osteoarchaeology special interest group  

This is finally online! LMK has signed up to the mailing list my logging into my CIfA account (and 
received confirmation I’m on the list). Available for CIfA non-members by emailing CIfA Groups 
email address and asking to be added (and paying £10 via PayPal). Once a member, should bet access 
to the group’s web page on the CIfA website and be added to the mailing list. 

Digital Beta Group  

Trustees may have seen the email I sent around a few weeks ago. At the beginning of November, 
CIfA announced that they were launching a new project ‘Digital Archives in Archaeology’, funded by 
Historic England and undertaken in conjunction with DigVentures.  

The project has been initiated by the Archaeological Archives Forum to develop up-to-date guidance 
for everyone working with digital data in archaeological projects (so aLMKost everyone?!). The 
DigVentures team will be working with CIfA to produce guidance as part of the Archaeological 
Archives Forum series for archives management. The guidance will be aimed at practitioners and will 
provide support to those using digital data in archaeology projects. CIfA’s Standards and Guidance 
will be updated as part of the project to ensure consistency between practice guidance and regulation.  

The project team are keen to reach everyone who should know about the project and, in order to make 
sure the project delivers what the sector needs, the DV team are setting up a #DigDigital Beta Group 
of practitioners who want to take part and contribute. #DigDigital Beta Group members will be 
invited to respond to surveys, read drafts and contribute to ongoing discussions about digital archives 
in archaeology. There will be opportunities for everyone to respond to project surveys and discussions 
but the role of the group is to provide a sense of the everyday experience of people working in 
archaeology.  

LMK signed up to this a couple of weeks ago. So far there has just been one survey asking basic 
questions about how digital data is associated with your job role, e.g. are you producing it, working 
with it, etc. 

Searchable Online Ethics Database 

Something else launched by CIfA in recent weeks. Available at http://archaeologicalethics.org/, this 
has been put together in conjunction with the Register of Professional Archaeologists. It combines 
over 500 sources on archaeological ethics in a central, searchable place for students, researchers, and 
professionals, and is designed to be used internationally. The database includes journal articles, books, 
blogs, online resources, and course descriptions, in searchable, online platform. The website includes 
a form for suggestions, questions, and comments. The database is an ongoing project and will be 
updated and expanded yearly. 

I had a look at this just to see what’s up there is terms of human remains related ethics documents. 
Currently 51 documents under the category “Human Remains and Ethical Practice”. There are a lot of 
blog posts that discuss ethical issues surrounding human remains, and a wide variety of entries that 
cover topics from indigenous remains to the ethics of research utilising human remains, to ethics of 
aDNA studies. AAPA have a link to their ethics resources, but this appears to be the only link to 
guidance from any sort of official body. I think BABAO should make sure our Code of Ethics 
document is up there too. I’m happy to get in touch and suggest it.  

http://archaeologicalethics.org/
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Is there anything else we have trustees think we should ask to be included? E.g. the new digital ethics 
guide? 

Brexit briefing 

CIfA issued a statement on Brexit in October 2018. There has not yet been an update taking into 
account the most recent Brexit developments. 

In summary, the October briefing acknowledged that Archaeology will be affected when the UK 
leaves the European Union (EU). The briefing sets out potential impacts and CIfA’s advocacy 
priorities in the final stage of negotiations. CIfA states it does not have a political stance on Brexit, 
but it favours solutions which mitigate negative impacts on archaeology and take advantage of 
opportunities. CIfA will work to influence how government reacts to issues which arise from any 
course of action on Brexit. It identifies 6 key areas of interest: 

• Skills and immigration - Government must put in place new systems that enable the right 
level of immigration to meet the UK’s archaeological needs. It should also ensure that UK 
professionals can work in the EU. Provisions should ensure that UK universities maintain 
research and teaching excellence and attract top students. 

• Funding - Funding received from EU sources must be replaced or continued after Brexit, and 
current levels maintained. There may be opportunities to enhance approaches to strategic 
distribution of funding with new UK and devolved schemes. However, UK research 
institutions must retain access to research networks and EU Framework Programmes. 

• Environment (agriculture and marine) – The environment must be treated as including 
cultural heritage/historic environment, including the marine historic environment. The 
Department of the Environment Food and Rural Affairs (DEFRA) must deliver on the 
promise of a system of public money for public goods, and ensure that future spending on the 
environment takes account of the benefit of investment in heritage.  

• Tourism - Government should seek to recognise the role of heritage in UK tourism, and 
should support this industry by investing in conservation and protection of heritage assets, 
and through its planning policy. 

• Planning - Provisions for Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) and Strategic 
Environmental Assessment (SEA) must remain central to planning and place-making. The 
UK must make the most out of its heritage, making better places to live, and using it to 
deliver social, economic, and environmental benefits to society. 

• Cultural property - Government must maintain systems of cooperation and information 
sharing on the control of import/export and return of cultural goods between the competent 
national authorities across Europe. A continuing financial contribution may be necessary to 
ensure the administration of the Internal Market Information System.  
 

Full details of the briefing are available at: https://www.archaeologists.net/sites/default/files/CIfA-
CBA%20-%20Top%20Level%20Brexit%20Briefing.pdf.  

Nothing specifically relating to human remains, but something to keep an eye on, because generally 
relevant to us all as we work in the sector. 

 

 

https://www.archaeologists.net/sites/default/files/CIfA-CBA%20-%20Top%20Level%20Brexit%20Briefing.pdf
https://www.archaeologists.net/sites/default/files/CIfA-CBA%20-%20Top%20Level%20Brexit%20Briefing.pdf
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ii. Prospect 

Prospect are continuing with their recruitment drive, trying to get 1000 member to join the 
archaeologists branch of the union by the end of 2019 (currently has about 730). LMK emailed union 
info around the BABAO membership a couple of weeks ago. LMK thinks that it is important to 
remind our membership that Prospect welcomes anyone from our discipline, especially those working 
in the commercial sector (seems to be a prevailing attitude that it’s just for people working in the 
field). LMK is happy to direct any queries from BABAO members about Prospect to the relevant 
Prospect representatives. 

 

e.   Museum’s representative’s report (HB) 

No changes were reported since the previous meeting.  

 

f. Student representative’s report (EC) 
 

3.8.1. Student Feedback  

I have not received any requests or queries from the student cohort to report.  

    3.8.2. Recruiting new members  

I have continued sending the BABAO information pack, specifically regarding student membership to 
UK universities that run both undergraduate and postgraduate courses in the appropriate fields to try 
and recruit more student members.  

   3.8.3. Student Placements  

I have continued to contact organisations regarding the BABAO student placement scheme and will 
continue to update the list when appropriate. Currently there are no new organisations to be added to 
the list.  

Actions 

- EC will facilitate liaison between students attending the BABAO conference and 
London-based students who may be prepared to offer students accommodation in their 
homes during the conference. 

 

g. Representative from a Professional Organisation’s report (GMK) 

 

There are a number of updates that can be provided to the Board of Trustees of BABAO and these are 
from the following organisations/government body: British Association for Forensic Anthropology, 
the Royal Anthropological Institute for Great Britain and Ireland, and the Forensic Science Regulator. 

3.9.1. Royal Anthropological Institute (RAI) 

The recertification documents for all levels (FAI, FAII, FAIII) have been undergoing review at the 
RAI. The main changes within these documents are that RAI have increased the number of options for 
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demonstrating continuing professional development (CPD) at each of these levels and member’s 
comments on the new draft documents were sought until the closing date of 18th January 2019.  

The RAI also announced the next round of FAII and FAI applications with the closing date for the 
first stage of new FAII and FAI applications being 31st January 2019. However, please note that new 
FAIII applications are accepted on a rolling basis and may be submitted to the RAI at any time. 

Additional documentation for each of the levels and indeed other relevant information can be found 
on the RAI website: https://www.therai.org.uk/forensic-anthropology 

3.9.2. Forensic Science Regulator (FSR) 

New updated guidance has been provided by the Forensic Science Regulator (February 2019) on legal 
obligations for expert witnesses and those involved in forensic pathology investigations entitled 
Expert Report Guidance (FSR-G-200) Issue 2: https://www.gov.uk/ government/publications/expert-
report-content-issue-2 

3.9.3. British Association of Forensic Anthropology (BAFA) 

BAFA’s 2019 Summer Conference will be taking place at the Fire Service College in Moreton-in-
Marsh. This residential conference will run from Friday lunchtime through to Sunday lunchtime, with 
a range of workshops taking place on Friday afternoon.  

At present, the conference organisers are confirming the venue bookings and finalising the Keynote 
speakers, but the Call for Papers is expected to be announced very shortly.  

If you are a student or you teach students who may be interested in presenting, BAFA are offering 
student bursaries for all BAHID student members accepted to present at the conference which will 
cover the cost of accommodation and conference registration fees. 

Actions: 

-GMK will advertise the BAFA conference on the BABAO email list. 

 

3.10. Grant Secretary’s report (SN) 

3.10.1. Role Handover 
- I have been in touch with Karina and she has sent me over everything I need to know to 

ensure that the role transfer is as smooth as possible.  
- MR is sorting out me taking over the grants@babao.org.uk address. 
- All documents related to role are on the BABAO drive (which I am getting access to) – grants 

folder with an archive folder and 2018 folder (including blank forms, and an excel 
spreadsheet keeping track of awards and their current status). I will familiarise myself with 
these. 

- Karina has also sent me copies of the grant review forms for the commercial grant 
applications from this year. 

- Three people have requested feedback on their grant applications, which Karina has already 
sent to them in an anonymised form. 

- She has let me know the procedure for the call for applications (usually sometime between 
April and May), and deadlines (usually between June and July). Is everyone still happy with 
this time scale? 
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3.10.2. Updates on current and past grant holders 

Karina said that awardees have two years to finish their report and present at the BABAO 
conference (but suggested that I check with the BoT that they are still happy with this or whether 
they would like to change it back to one year). 

Status of past grant holders:  

- Christopher Aris – Has handed in his report, which has been uploaded, but this needs to be 
checked for the receipts. I will talk to ECA about this. 

- Natasha Powers – Needs to submit a report by next September 
- Sophie Newman – Needs to submit a report by next September (I also owe ECA a receipt) 
- Christianne Fernee (cf3g10@soton.ac.uk) – PhD supervisor is Sonia Zakrzewski 

(Southampton). Should have presented this year and submitted a report, but has yet to do so. 
Presented something on cranial morphology in Liverpool in 2017, but this was not what the 
grant was for. So needs a reminder to present at the next conference and to submit a report?  

3.10.3.  Small Grant Application form 

Karina notes that she restructured the application forms when she took on the role three years ago. 
She suggested checking if the new BoT is happy with their current format. 

All I have to suggest regarding them is whether to clarify if posters are an acceptable form to 
present research stemming from the BABAO grants at the conference as it currently says only 
podium. 

Actions 

- SN will send the grant holders due to present at the BABAO conference this year to HB 
for inclusion in the programme. 

- SN will remind the one grant holder who has not presented her research that was 
funded by the BABAO grant, that she is obligated to present her work this year. 

- ECA indicated that she will not set an absolute limit on the total spent on grants in 2019, 
and that is will depend on the quality of applications and the moneys requested. 

- SN will send out a call for grant applications in the early summer, such that these may 
be evaluated by the trustees prior to next BABAO meeting in late June/ July. 

- SN will anonymise the grant applications to prevent inadvertent bias by evaluators. 
- SN will remind those grant holders who have not claimed their grant to do so as soon as 

possible.  

 

3.11.  GDPR working group report (CMK) 

AC and I undertook an annual review of GDPR policies this week. A number of issues were 
highlighted: 
 

1) The members' area of the BABAO website is currently not secure. This means that anyone 
logging into the site could have their password and username stolen when they send that 
information to the site; these details could then be used to gain access the site. It also means 
that if a member has the same password for multiple sites, this information could be used to 
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give hackers access to other sites. We need to know how much this will cost to fix and the 
timescale for fixing it. 
 
We will also need a certificate for our web address.  If WebIntegrations have arranged our 
web address, then they should sort this out. However, currently out website is registered to 
LCN.com.  Looking online it seems WebIntegrations do their own hosting so this seems odd. 
Our website will need to be renewed in September so it may just be best to speak to 
WebIntegrations about this and ask them to sort out SSL (Secure Sockets Layer) for us. 
 
We also need to ask WebIntegrations how secure the information held on the website is, and 
whether it would be GDPR compliant. Do we need to upgrade, and what would the costs be. 
 

2) We have also previously discussed the idea of implementing a tiered access system. The idea 
behind this was that the website also becomes the membership database. The membership 
secretary would be able to create and access records, but other Trustees would only be able to 
see the name and email addresses of the members. It would be useful if we could add tags 
such as ‘student member’ so that the Student Representative could bring up the names and 
email addresses of all student members. We need to ask WebIntegrations if this is possible, 
the timescale for implementing the work and the cost. This would only be worth it if the 
information could be hosted in manner that was GDPR compliant. 
 

3) The membership database is not currently GDPR compliant, so if we cannot combine the 
website and database then we may need to investigate buying encrypted Cloud space.  

 
4) Remember not to store any personal data in emails or on personal computers. We should not 

be using gmail for any BABAO business that includes personal data, as the server is outside 
the EU. Any emails which transfer personal data beyond, just name and email address, should 
be password protected.  
 

5)  The email address info@babao.org is still being re-directed to Tim. This was raised with 
Michael. Is there an update? 
 
 

3.12.   BABAO 2019 conference arrangements (HB) 
 

Committee 

• The organising committee are: Heather Bonney, Silvia Bello, Louise Humphrey, Ian Barnes, 
Selina Brace, Rachel Ives, Jennifer White, Linzi Harvey and Karen Swan. 

Dates 

• We can confirm that the conference will be held from Friday 13th-Sunday 15th September at the 
Natural History Museum. 
 

Accommodation 

• Accommodation can be booked directly with the Grange Strathmore Hotel (£100/£112/£140 
night Single/Superior/Executive rooms using a museum discount code), or with Imperial College 

mailto:info@babao.org
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Princes Gardens halls of residence (£62 night or £95 night for a twin or double), both a few 
minutes’ walk from the museum. Imperial College have confirmed that they could accommodate 
up to 200 attendees. 
 

Childcare 

• We are exploring the options for potential childcare and you’ll have seen that a survey has gone 
out. Cost varies significantly depending on uptake so we’re trying to get an idea of numbers. The 
Grange Strathmore Hotel has confirmed they could potentially hire a function room out for this. 
 

Scientific sessions 

• We are planning to hold 7 sessions – 2 on Friday afternoon, 3 on Saturday and 2 on Sunday. The 
themes will be confirmed after abstract submission, but are initially planned as: 1. Open, 2. 
Biomolecular Archaeology, 3. Ethics in Bioarchaeology, 4. Funerary Archaeology, 5. 
Palaeopathology, 6. Forensic Archaeology & Anthropology, 7. Either another open session or 
Advances in Bioarchaeology depending on demand (not in this order). Talks will be 15 minutes 
+ 5 minutes of questions. 

• There will be one or two keynotes, if one on the Saturday, if two on the Sunday. As we’re 
having trouble scheduling in the AGM, we could substitute one keynote for the AGM, but this 
would result in a two hour lunch break for those not wishing to attend on the Saturday, or an 
early AGM first thing Sunday (9.30?).  

Catering 

• We are planning to offer one tea break between sessions on Friday, one on Sunday, and two 
breaks and a sandwich lunch on the Saturday. Projected costs for this are £39/head. 

Conference dinner/Friday reception 

• We have a number of venue options close to the museum and are still waiting for quotes from 
two. Depending on the cost we are still deciding whether to roll it into the conference fee or 
charge separately. I’d prefer the latter, but if the conference fee is very low given no venue hire 
charge and the dinner charge abnormally high (likely for London) it would make sense to 
combine into one relatively low overall fee. 

• We are planning to hold a similar ‘ice breaker’ event to that in Sheffield on the Friday evening, 
at one of the local Imperial College student union bars. 

 
 
3.13.   Revised Code of Practice document (RR) 

 
• The questionnaires have been drafted and are awaiting sign-off from JB (sent 19/1).  Given the 

current situation, would it be possible for the Committee to check them as soon as possible 
instead? 

• The questionnaires will be accompanied by a covering letter.  This will say: 
o That the questionnaires only focus on the content of the current documents – this makes it 

easier to revise them, otherwise there would be a mountain of comments about what 
should be included (or not!).  I think that the majority of these comments would have 
already been highlighted by the ‘critical friends’ the Committee and I have asked to 
participate in the revisions process. 
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o The new documents will be sent out to the membership once this round of revision is 
complete. 

o There will be new sections on imaging and destructive sampling. 
o We will be citing and making links with other professional standards, particularly those 

regarding professional behaviour, such as those by the AAPA concerning sexual 
harassment and assault.  

o The Survey Monkey will be time-limited to a fortnight.  
• The practice document has been commented on by colleagues from the CiFA working group, and 

based on their advice it has also been reviewed by Don Walker (MoLA) because of his 
involvement in HS2 and Crossrail 

• Once all of the comments are back from the membership and ‘critical friends’, then I will revise 
the documents, send them to the Committee and once they’ve been agreed, to send the documents 
out to the membership a few weeks before the London meeting.  At the AGM, any final 
comments/feedback can be dealt with face-to-face in a friendly atmosphere. I will also briefly 
explain why some feedback could not be included – for the most part, I expect this about image 
use, as there seems to be a lack of knowledge regarding current legislation. 

 

I would like to thank the Committee for their help with this work.  

 
4. Any other matters 

4.1   Subsidised subscription to the International Journal of Osteoarchaeology (IJO) 

In the past, BABAO had negotiated a reduced rate for private subscriptions to IJO for its members. 
However, in recent months, trustees have received notification from several members that they are 
now being charged the full fee. AC has been in contact with IJO publishers to establish why this has 
occurred, and whether the subsidised rate may be reinstated. She is awaiting the outcome of her 
enquiry.  

Actions 

- AC will continue to liaise with IJO administrators. She may contact the editor Debra 
Martin, if not solution is forthcoming.  

 

4.2. Heading BABAO 

Sadly, JB is currently unwell and may not be able to resume her role as President for some time. Until 
she is well enough to head BABAO once more, it was agreed by the trustees that CB will act for her, 
assisted by the other trustees. We all wish Jo a very speedy recovery.  

 

Date of next meeting: June/ July 2019 (date to be confirmed) 


